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Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. §437(f), this is an advisory opinion request on behalf of Points
for Politics, L L C , a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware, (the
"Company"), conceming the applicability of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
amended, 2 U.S.C. §431 etseq., ("FECA" or the "Act"), to the proprietary technology and business
system developed by the Company by which participants in affinity programs may redeem their
eamed affinity / loyalty points as contribution(s) to political committee(s).^ The system is known as
Points for Politics® and the Company has been awarded a patent by the U.S. Patent Office for the
system.'
Based on the representations and analysis included herein, the Company requests the
Commission's advisory opinion recognizing the Points for Politics® system as permissible under
FECA for making contributions to political committees.
Background
Description of Affinity Programs Generally
Many retailers and service providers implement programs for customers to reward or
encourage customer loyalty ("Affinity Programs"). Affinity Programs may be sponsored by credit
card issuers, airlines, retailers, service providers, and other merchants ("Affinity Program Sponsor'
' The Company is estabUshed by individual investors/partners and taxed as a partnership.
^ Points for Politics LLC has registered the trademark "Points for Politics®".
' The Company has applied for and received a patent on the technology and business system. U.S. Patent
Application Pub. No. US 2009/0024483 A l , Patent Issue Date - August 9,2011 (referred to herein as the "Patent"). A
copy of the Patent is attached to this Advisory Opinion Request.
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or "Sponsor"). Customers of Affinity Program Sponsors are provided with an account, an account
number that tracks Affinity points eamed by customersfirompurchases and utilization of the Affinity
Program Sponsor's products and services, based on the terms of the Affinity Program. Affinity
Programs include *'points" or "frequentflyermiles" or some other similar reward mechanism
(collectively, "Affinity Points"). Customers, under the terms of the Affinity Program, are allowed
to redeem reward points, for cash, prizes,freetravel, discounts on merchandise or travel, or other
rewards. Examples of Affinity Programs include airlinefrequent-flyerprograms and credit card
programs such as American Express's Membership Rewards® Program, Bank of America's
WorldPoints® Program, Citibank's ThankYou Network® Program and Visa's Extras® Program,
among others. In recent years. Affinity Programs have developed mechanisms whereby participants
can make charitable contributions through redeemed Affinity Points.^
Affinity Programs are essentially marketing devices designed to enhance brand
loyalty by cultivating an ongoing relationship between the Sponsor and its customers. Loyalty
programs encourage customers to buyfrequentiy,to increase the amount spent with the Sponsor, and
provide incentives to purchase goods and servicesfromthe Sponsor. Affinity Programs offer perks
for membership in the Program and reward purchases in such a way as to encourage sales of the
Sponsor's products and services. See Patent, f 16.
Generally, contracts goveming Affinity Programs allow the Sponsor to alter at will
the terms of the Affinity Program vis-i-vis the customers. However, the popularity of reward
programs stems at least in partfromthe treatment of the points as owned not by the Sponsor but by
the customer. Successful Affinity Programs trumpet the ability of customers to choose from
multiple options the manner in which their Affinity Points may be redeemed.
Affinity Programs treat Affinity Points as having an established dollar value as
described under the terms of the Affinity Program, normally rangingfrom$0,002 to $0,008 per
reward point. Under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), Sponsors must include the
cash value of unredeemed reward points as a contingent liability on their balance sheets.^

^ See, e.g., "Donating Credit Card Points to Help Haiti," Jennifer Saranow Schultz, New York Times Website,
January 27,2010, available at: <<http://bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/01/27/how-to-donate-reward-points-to-helphaiti/» (accessed Feb. S, 2012).
^ See, generally, Foundations of Airline Finance. Bijan Vasigh, et al. (2010).
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Points for Politics®
Points for Politics® is a patented business process that allows customers to convert
their accumulated Affinity Points into contribution(s) to federal political committees: principal
authorized candidate committees, political action committees and/or political party committees^.
Points for Politics® does not generate or award affinity points; rather, it is a process whereby the
owner of the Affinity Points is able to redeem his/her points for political contributions as described
herein.
Upon instmction by the Affinity Program customer, Points for Politics®
automatically, through its patented technology system, is able to redeem the customer's Affinity
Points in the customer's account with the Sponsor at a rate set by an agreement between the
Company and the Sponsor. Points for Politics® will then be able to instantaneously convert the
customer's Affinity Points to a dollar value in an amount as directed by the customer, to remit the
funds to the customer-selected political committee, together with the information required for the
recipient committee's reporting purposes. Points for Politics® is a mechanism that is designed to
support Affinity Programs for all types of Affinity Sponsors. It is solely designed to convert Affinity
Points into political contributions, and no other type of redemption.
The Company believes that the Points for Politics® system will benefit both the
general public and political committees by allowing for the conversion of Affinity Points into direct
contributions to political committees. Points for Politics® will enable more American citizens to
become engaged in the political process in a unique way.
User Interface Process
The step-by-step Points for Politics® system will work as follows:
1. Individuals / customers accumulate Affinity Points with various Affinity Sponsors.
2. Individual customers identify a poUtical committee to which he/she wishes to
contribute.

^ The Points for Politics® system described in diis AOR presumes that the contribution(s) will be directed
toward political committees subject to FECA source prohibitions and contribution limits as set forth in the Act. Use of
Affinity Points for making contributions to Independent Expenditures Only Committees registered with the Conunission
would follow the same procedures as described herein, albeit with separate disclaimers and without the restrictions
regarding individual ownership ofthe Affinity Account and the dollar limitation on contribution(s) of Affinity Points to
such a committee. This AOR addresses conmiittees that receive contributions subject to the Act.
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3. The individual customer instmcts the Company to redeem Affinity Points to a
particular recipient political committee in an amount within applicable limits under
FECA.
4. The instmction to utilize Affinity Points for the contribution takes the individual to
a specially designed web portal. Individuals will be able to reach the Points for
Politics® web portal by way of either the Affinity Program's website or the websites
of political committees who have agreed to host the Points for Politics® feature as
part of the committee's website.
5. If the individual customer accesses Points for Politics® through the Affinity
Program website, the individual will be able to access a database of candidates and
political committees. The database will have simple information, including the office
the candidate is seeking and the candidate's party affiliation. This website portal will
not prefer any particular candidate, political party, or political committee and its
search function will contain no preference for any political committee or group of
political committees.
The Company will enter into agreements with political committees which will allow
the political committee to host a link or interface for Points for Politics® so that the
political committees can encourage customers to donate Affinity Points to the
particular political committee!
6. If the individual accesses Points for Politics®froma political committee website,
the system allows for accessing the donor's Affinity ProgriEun account with
participating Sponsors for purposes of effectuating a contribution to the participating
political committee utilizing the Points for Politics® system.
7. If the individual accesses Points for Politics®fromthe Sponsor's Affinity
Program website, the individual will identify the intended political committee
recipient to which he/she wishes to Contribute. Individuals will then indicate the
amount of the intended contribution and the number of Affinity Points donated to
equal the dollar amount of the contribution, based on the formula defining the value
of each Affinity Point.
8. There is a security / compliance mechanism to ensure that the donor of the Affinity
Points is:
a) a permissible individual donor (a U.S. citizen or a foreign national with
permanent resident status in the United States);
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b) that the donor owns the Affinity Points individually and not in a corporate
capacity; and
c) that the person directing / making the contribution is the actual owner of the
Affinity Program points.
This will be accomplished by requiring that before a contribution of Affinity Points is
converted and any contribution(s) transferred, the system will:
•
ask the individual to provide and confirm his or her donor identification
information (name, mailing address, occupation, and employer);
•

confirm that the Affinity Program account is the property of the individual;

•
confirm that the Affinity Program account is not the property or held in the
name of a national bank, corporation, labor union, federal govemment contractor, or
foreign national without permanent resident status;
Points for Politics® will limit any individualfrommaking a contribution in excess of
the applicable federal limit for the recipient committee. Further, Points for Politics® only converts
the Affinity Points previously awarded to the owner. The maximum contribution any donor can
make is determined not only by the contribution limits, but also by the number of points and value
thereof
Upon completion of the process for converting Affinity Points to political
contributions, the system will provide to the individual donor the contribution amount for purposes
of FECA reporting (in dollars) and state that the amount of the contribution is a contribution to a
political committee and counts against the applicable contribution limit(s) for that donor and that the
contribution is not deductible as a charitable contribution for federal income tax purposes.
The identical process is followed regardless of the political committee chosen by the
donor for his/her contribution. There is no partisan or candidate preference on the part of Points for
Politics®.
Mechanics of the Contribution
After the individual has selected the recipient committee, entered the dollar amount of
the proposed contribution, confirmed the donor and compliance information required under FECA,
the System will advise the donor as to the number of Affinity Points required for the dollar amount
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of the proposed contribution^. Once the donor re-affirms the desired contribution amount, the Points
for Politics® system automates the redemption of the Affinity Points and the transfer of the dollar
amount to the recipient committee, as directed by the customer.
The Affinity Program Sponsor will transfer the funds to the Company's segregated
account for political contributions, similar to the manner in which a credit card merchant bank
processes credit card contributions to political committees. Within ten days of the authorization by
the donor of the contribution, the Company will transfer the funds to the designated political
committee, net the Fee (as described below), with the accompanying donor information: Points for
Politics® will provide to the political committee the requisite information regarding the gross
amount of the contribution, the fundraising costs refiecting the Fee and the specific FECA-required
donor information, including donor's name, mailing address, employer and occupation.
Fee(s) Charged by Points for Politics®
The Company will charge a ten percent (10%) processing fee of the gross
contribution, which is in addition to the merchant bank account processing costs and fees as may be
imposed by third-party processors (collectively, the "Fee"). The Fee will be the same regardless of
the entry pointfromwhich the donor has accessed the Points for Politics® system or the identity of
the political committee. The Fee will be deducted as a fundraising cost prior to the transfer of the
contribution to the recipient committee.
Disclaimers
The Company will work with Sponsors and political committees to ascertain when
and what disclaimers are appropriate and required to appear on any website associated with the
system and to ensure that necessary disclaimers are included.
Question Presented
Are contributions that originate in the form of Affinity Points, redeemed into cashvalue and transmitted to poUtical committees utilizing the patented Points for Politics® system and
subject to the procedures described herein, permissible under the Act?

^ The contract between the Company and the Sponsor will provide that the Sponsor must redeem the
individual's Affinity Points at a rate equal to or less than the rate the Affinity Program redeems or exchanges Affinity
Points for other rewards.
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Proposed Conclusion and Legal Analysis
Yes, the Points for Politics® system, which involves facilitating the redemption of an
individual's Affinity Points and conversion into a specific dollar amount to be contributed to a
political committee designated by the donor, complies with the Act.
The Affinity Points are owned by the individual Contributor and the Points for
Politics® system merely (i) provides a service to the individual donor, or (ii) provides a service to a
political committee to enhance its fundraising options. The Company serves as a vendor in this
process, similar to the merchant bank in a credit card processing system for online and credit card
contribution. The Company will be paid a fair market value for its services.
Applicable FECA Regulations and Precedent of the Commission
FECA contains several general requirements and limitations on contributions to a
political committee (other than an independent expenditures only committee). Under FECA, a
"contribution" includes "any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of
value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office." 2 U.S.C.
§ 431(8)(A)(i) and 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(a); see also 2 U.S.C. § 441b(b)(2) and 11 C.F.R.
§ 114.2(b)(1). "Anything of value" includes all in-kind contributions, including the provision of
goods or services without charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and normal charge. See 11
C.F.R. § 100.S2(d)(l). "Usual and normal charge" is defined as the price of goods in the market
from which they ordinarily would have been purchased at thetimeof the contribution, or the
commercially reasonable rate prevailing at the time the services were rendered. See 11 C.F.R.
§ 100.52(d)(2).
A "commei-cial vendor" is any person '^providing goods or services to a candidate or
political committee whose usual and normal business involves the sale, rental, lease or provision of
those goods or services." 11 C.F.R. § 116.1(c). FECA permits a commercial vendor to provide
goods or services to political committees in the ordinary course of business and at the usual and
normal charge; such a transaction is not treated as a contribution under FECA. See 11 C.F.R.
§ 114.2(f)(1).
FECA prohibits contributionsfromcertain sources. Corporations may not contribute
to political committees. 2 U.S.C. § 441b(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b)(1). National banks, labor unions,
federal govemment contractors, and foreign nationals without permanent resident status are also
prohibitedfrommaking contributions to political committees. 2 U.S.C. §§ 441b(a), 441c(a), and
44le. A political committee may not accept contributions made in the name of another individual. 2
U.S.C. §441 f
FECA also contains limitations on the total amount each individual may contribute to
particular types of political committees. 2 U.S.C. § 44ra.
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Under FECA, political committees have information collecting and reporting
requirements. The treasurer of a political committee must keep an account of all contributions from
individuals, including their name, mailing address, occupation, and name of his or her employer.
2 U.S.C. § 432(c); see 2 U.S.C. § 431(13). FECA providestiiata political committee may comply
with these requirements by showing that it has made ''best efforts" to obtain the information required
to be collected. See 2 U.S.C. § 432(i). Generally, **best efforts" includes a clear request by the
solicitor for all information required to be reported at the time the donation is made, a statement of
Federal law regarding the collection and reporting of contributor identification included on the
solicitation, and, if the information is not collected, one follow-up request. See 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(b).
Under 2 U.S.C. § 432(b)(2)(B) and 11 C.F.R. § 102.8(b)(2), a person must transmit contributor
information, and the contribution, within the applicable period of time to the appropriate political
committee.
Under FECA, public communications made by a political committee, including those
communications made on a website or fundraising solicitations, must contain an appropriate
disclaimer. See C.F.R. § 110.11, referring to 2 U.S.C. § 441d.
Application ofFECA to the Points for Politics® System
The Company is a 'commercial vendor' as that term has been defined by the
Commission and its Points for Politics® proprietary technology system is being made available to
the public on a fee charged basis, as described herein, because it is "providing goods or services to a
candidate or political committee whose usual and normal business involves the sale, rental, lease or
provision of those goods or services." 11 C.F.R. § 116.1(c). The conversion of Affinity Points to
political contributions fix)m individual Affinity Point owners will be transaction(s) in the ordinary
course of business and therefore, are not contributionsfromthe Company under FECA. See 11
C.F.R.§ 114.2(f)(1).
Points for Politics® is a service / product offered by the Company in the ordinary
course of the Company's business, at a usual and normal charge. Thus, Points for Politics®
comports with the commercial vendor definition and prior FEC Advisory Opinions addressing other
technological advances in the maimer in which political committees are permitted to receive
contributions. The Points for Politics® system does not constitute a contributionfix)mthe Company
or the Affinity Program Sponsors to the participating pblitical committees and thus, does not
implicate the prohibition on corporate donations.
Points tor Politics® will include procedures that fulfill general FECA mles on
contributions to political committees, including the disclaimers and information gathering required
to fulfill a political committee's "best efforts" obligations under 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(b), and the notice
of prohibitions of contributionsfromcertain sources, limitations on the amount of the contributions,
and presence of the appropriate disclaimer.
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Points for Politics® will conform to FECA requirements and should be treated as a
commercial vendor, pursuant to related Commission Advisory Opinions.
1.
Points for Politics® is Similar to Other Methods ofMaking Contributions Previously
Approved by the Commission
The FEC has issued a number of opinions approving creative ways for donors to
make contributions to political committees, so long as the prohibition on corporation donations in
2 U.S.C. § 441b(a) and applicable Commission regulations are observed.
In Advisory Opinion 2003-16, the FEC approved a credit card affinity program
whereby card users could opt to direct their rewards to a national party committee in lieu of
receiving the rewards themselves. Because the individuals were otherwise entitled to the rewards,
the FEC opined that the contribution had come from the individual card holders, as opposed to the
bank offering the cards.
Points for Politics® simply follows this identical, approved approach, with the only
difference being that the technology developed by the Company allows the 'reward' to be
automatically convertedfromAffinity Points to a dollar contribution to the recipient committee
through the patented system. In all other respects, the approach authorized under AO 2003-16 is the
same as that envisioned by Points for Politics®.
In Advisory Opinion 1997-09, the FEC approved the collection of PAC contributions
from individual members through electronic debiting of trading accounts after receiving assurances
that the trading accounts were owned by individuals and that the PAC would not receive fimds
drawn on credit or loaned funds. Points for Politics® technology ensures that the Affinity Points
redeemed are owned by the individual donor in accordance with this and other Advisory Opinions of
the Commission.
Points for Politics® is in keeping with these approaches previously approved by the
Commission.
2.
Amount of Contribution to be Reported through Points for Politics® Contributions
Complies with FECA and Commission Requirements.
The FEC has repeatedly confirmed that any vendor's fee for facilitating a contribution
is included in determining the amount of the contribution(s), regardless of the fee stmcture. The
FEC summarized its past opinions in Advisory Opinion 2007-04 (Atlati), stating "the Commission
has determined that for purposes of the Act's amount limitations and reporting requirements, the
contribution includes the entire amount authorized by the contributor, including any processing fees
deducted by thefinancialservice provider" (citing Adv. Ops. 1999-8 (Specter) and 1995-34
(Politechs). In Advisory Opinion 2007-04, the FEC concluded similarly that a "convenience" fee
4849-4948-9422.1
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negotiated between a vendor and a political committee was included in the contribution because it
represented something of value to the recipient political committee.
Points for Politics® will notify the recipient committee at thetimeof the transfer of
the contribution to report the gross amount / full dollar value of the affinity points redeemed. The
Fee deductedfromthe contribution will also be reported to the recipient committee for purposes of
its reporting to the Commission of applicable fundraising cost(s).
When determining the terms of conversion for contributions to political committees,
Points for Politics® will utilize and apply the same (or lower) conversion rate established by the
Sponsor for other redemption purposes. See Adv. Ops. 2006-34 and 2004-18.
3.
Points for Politics® is Consistent with Other Affinity Programs Approved by the
Commission.
The FEC has examined various affinity programs involving political committees and
providers of credit card or telephone services. In various advisory opinions, the Commission
permitted the political committee to pay a third-party a commercially reasonable fee in exchange for
the third-party's efforts to market services that offer an opportunity for a purchaser to contribute to
the political committee. So long as the third-party and the political committee (i) enter into a
commercially reasonable transaction in which the political committee pays the usual and normal
charge for any services provided or such services are provided in exchange for bargained for
consideration of equal value and (ii) the amounts contributed to the political committee arefromthe
individual customer's funds and notfromthe third-party's funds, then these arrangements are bona
fide commercial transactions and are not treated as contributionsfromthe vendor. See
Adv. Ops. 2006-34,2003-16,2002-07 and 1995-34.
Points for Politics® meets both requirements described in these Advisory Opinions.
Points for Politics® charges a standard fee for the technology and service(s) which convert
contributors' Affinity Points to contributions to political committees. This is a valuable service both
for the political committee and the donor. In exchange, the Company is paid a Fee, deducted from
the gross contribution. The Fee does not represent a subsidy to a political conunittee, and it is within
the normal range of similarfinancialtransactions processing contributions to political committees.
The Company will receive a reasonable profitfromthe use of its service(s) and technology.
Second, individual donors are contributing their own individual assets (affinity
points) under their customer Affinity Programs, not the assets or income derivedfromthe Aftinity
Program Sponsors or the Company. Points for Politics® will convert only existing Affinity Points to
political contributions, as directed and designated by the donor. As noted above, the Affinity
Program Sponsor's liability for outstanding, unredeemed Affinity Points is reflected on the
Sponsors' balance sheets. Under Points for Politics®, the individual donor makes the choice to
participate in the System and to convert his or her Affinity Points into a poUtical contribution to the
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political committee of his / her choosing. In so doing, he or she is converting an obligation owed to
him or her byfix)mthe Affinity Program Sponsor into a contribution to a political committee. As the
FEC has previously opined, when customers have the choice to retain their Affinity Points or convert
the points to political contributions, the Affinity Points will be treated as owned by the customers
and thus such contributions are individual contributions. Adv. Op. 2003-16.
4.
Points for Politics® Is Established to Conform to FECA Requirements and
Commission Precedentfor Affinity Programs.
In Advisory Opinion 2010-21 (ReCellular), the FEC summarized its criteria for
approving coiporate affinity programs and affinity-type business arrangements with political
committees. Advisory Opinion 2010-21 reads "the Commission concluded that corporations may
offer affinity programs and enter into affinity-type business arrangements with political committees
so long as
(1) the corporations and political committees enter into commercially reasonable
transactions in which the political committees pay the usual and normal charge for any services
provided by the corporations; and
(2) the amounts contributed to the political committees via rebates, rewards or
remittances arefromconsumers' funds and notfromthe corporations' funds." (citing to Adv. Ops.
2010-06 (Fames), 2008-18 (Mid-Atiantic Benefits), 2006-34 (Working Assets), and 2003-16
(Providian National Bank).
The FEC, in Advisory Opinion. 2010-21, provides two more specific factors for
determining whether the second standard is met:
"(i) whether the revenue or rebate is offered to individual customers or users in the
ordinary course of business and
(ii) whether the revenue is the property of the individual customer who—rather than
the corporate affinity partner-^controls the disposition of the revenue" (citing Adv. Op. 2010-06
(Fames)).
a.

Commercially Reasonable Transaction

The Company intends to contract with political committees to offer the.Points for
Politics® to contributors and prospective contributors on the political committee's website (where
the customer of the Affinity Program accesses the Points for Politics® through the Affinity Program
website, the customer may also donate to a political committee that has not entered into a contract
with the Company. In that instance, the recipient political committee pays the 'normal and
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customary' charge for the Company's product and thus the "commercially reasonable transaction"
criteria is still met).
For the service of converting Affinity Points to poUtical contributions, the Points for
Politics charges the Fee (10% plus third party merchant bank fees). The amount of the gross fee is
within the normal range of other similarfinancialtransactions and does not represent a subsidy to
any political committee. The Company's business plan states that providing the Points for Politics®
system in exchange for this fee is intended to generate a reasonable profit for the Company.
In Advisory Opinion 2010-21 (ReCellular), the FEC approved a vendor's proposed
program to allow individuals to donate the proceeds of cell phone sales to a political committee. The
program was deemed commercially reasonable to the political committee because the vendor
charged the political committee for the costs incurred by the vendor. Similarly, in Advisory Opinion
2007-04 (Atlati), the FEC approved a vendor providing credit card processing services to political
committees. The FEC held that transaction was commercially reasonable because the vendor added
a "convenience fee" to the contribution that compensated the vendor for the costs it incurred in
processing and forwarding contributions and also provided for a reasonable profit.
b.

Affinity Points are Awarded to Individuals in the Ordinary Course ofBusiness

Participants in Affinity Programs cam Affinity Points in the ordinary course of
business. Affinity Programs are already a large, full-functioning industry. While Points for
Politics® system offers the ability to convert Affinity Points to political contributions. Points for
Politics® will function within the context of numerous Affinity Programs, all of which award
Affinity Points for purposes other than political contributions. Those awards are provided at the
same or better "redemption value" than for political contributions. Within this context, the Points
for Politics® system is merely another product / service available to the public and political
committees for purposes of making and receiving permissible contributions.
The FEC has approved contribution programs where the vendor is extending the
opportunity to contribute to a political committee on the same terms as donations to entities that are
not political committees. In Advisory Opinion 2010-21 (ReCellular), the FEC approved a vendor
offering the option to individuals to donate the proceeds of the resale of a cell phone because the
plan was only "to extend to political committees this same program without making any changes
beyond those necessary to recoup costs incurred by [the vendor] and to avoid making a corporate
endorsement-of any candidate or political committee." In Advisory Opinion 2011-19
(GivingSphere), the FEC found that rebates were in the ordinary course of business when merchants
in the affiliate program "will rebate the same amounts to all GivingSphere customers, regardless of
whether the particular customers use the rebates as political contributions." Similarly, in Advisory
Opinion 2010-06 (Fames), the FEC determined that payments made under a commission scheme
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that paid all accountholder's the same, regardless of whether the payments were made to a political
committee or elsewhere, were made in the ordinary course of business.
c.

Affinity Points are Property of the Individual Contributor

When individuals use Points for Politics® to convert Affinity Points to political
contributions, the individuals are contributing their own assets (Affinity Points). Points for
Politics® will convert only existing reward points to political contributions. Participants will make
their own determination as to when funds are transferred, the amount of the contributionfromtheir
individual Affinity Points, and to which political committees they intend the contributions to be
directed. The reward points are owned by and treated as the property of the customers and thus
such contributions are individual contributions. Adv. Ops. 2011-19 and 2003-16.
Under Points for Politics®, the individual customer makes the choice to participate in
the System, and to redeem his or her Affinity Points for a political contribution. In so doing, he or
she is converting arightor obligation owed to him or herfromthe Sponsor into a contribution to a
poUtical committee. Redeeming Affinity Points for political contributions does not increase their
value; rather, when determining the terms of redemption, Points for Politics® will apply the same or
lower conversion rate as that for redemptions of Affinity Points for other purposes.
See Adv. Ops. 2006-34 and 2004-18.
There have been some proposals related to affinity programs and political committees
which the Commission has rejected. Where a third-party pays a fee to a political committee in
exchange for therigihtto use a political committee asset in conjunction with the third-party's
marketing efforts, or the third-party pays a fee to a political committee to market a product to the
committee's supporters, the FEC regards the payment as a contribution instead of a commercial
transaction. See, e.g.. Adv. Ops. 2008-18,1992-40,1988-12 and 1979-17. However,tiiatis nof how
Points for Politics® works.
The stmcture of Points for Politics® deliberately avoids this concem. Unlike
impermissible affinity agreements, where the political committee's commission was paid out of the
third-party's business profits, the Fee paid to Points for Politics® will be deductedfromthe donor's
gross contribution of his/her redeemed Affinity Points. The contribution to the political committee
extinguishes the Affinity Program Sponsor's outstanding liability in an amount equivalent to the
Affinity Points redeemed for the contribution. Thus, the contribiition is not paid out of business
profits of either the Affinity Program Sponsor or the Company. Rather, the donor reduces the value
/ amount of his/her Affinity Points by the amount of Affinity Points redeemed for his/her political
contribution. The recipient political committee is not engaging iri any activity other than utilizing
the service(s) as a means of receiving contributions, and paying a fair market value for the costs of
doing so.
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This arrangement is similar to affinity and affinity-like programs approved by the
Commission in the past. In Advisory Opinion 2010-21 (ReCellular), the Commission approved a
program where the proceeds of the sale of a contributor's phone were sent to the consumer, a charity
or a political committee based solely upon the consumer's choice. In Advisory Opinion. 2003-16
(Providian National Bank), the FEC concluded that rebates were the property of a cardholder
because the consumers retained thefinalauthority to choose whether or not to contribute part or all
of the rebates to the political committee.
J.
Points for Politics® Is Patterned After Prior FEC Guidance Related to Credit Card
Contributions.
In Advisory Opinions 2004-19 and 2002-7, the FEC required vendors collecting
online contributions to forward contributions to political committees through separate merchant
accounts and incorporate adequate screening procedures within their websites to ensure that the
vendors were not forwarding illegal contributions. See 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(f)(1). See also
Adv. Op. 1999-36. The FEC indicated that when commercial vendors receive one payment that
includes both amounts to be forwarded to a political committee and amounts kept by the third-party
vendor, the amoimts must be kept separate to avoid commingling third-party funds with
contributions. See also Adv. Op. 2006-34.
Points for Politics® conforms to this requirement. The Points for Politics® system
will send to the designated political committee thefimdsconvertedfromAffinity Points as a result
of a donor's redemption of his/her Affinity Points The contribution(s) will be received and
disbursed from a segregated contributions account and will not be comingled with other Company
funds.
6.

Points for Politics® Conforms to FECA Rules Goveming Internet Solicitations.

As outlined above, the Points for Politics® system will require the donor to confirm
the ownership of the Affinity Points to screen out prohibited contributors and contributions. Points
for Politics® will submit all information to the political committee within the applicable time limits
in 11 C.F.R.§ 102.8(b)(2).
Points for Politics® will contain webpages that allow donors to make contributions of
Affinity Points to specific political committees. Each political committee that receives a
contribution through the system will pay a standard Fee for utilizing the Points for Politics®
redemption system. Regulations under FECA statetiiatwhere webpages are paid for by a political
committee, the webpage must contain an appropriate disclaimer. 11 C.F.R. § 110.11 (referring to
die definition of public communication in 11 C.F.R. § 100.26). See Adv. Op. 1995-9 and 71 Fed.
Reg. 18613 (Apr. 12,2006). Points for Politics® will work with political committees to ensure that
appropriate disclaimer notices are included on its webpages.
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The best efforts information must be receivedfromthe donor at the time of the
redemption of the Affinity Points in order to effectuate and complete the conversion into a dollar
contribution to a political committee. The Commission, in Advisory Opinions 1995-9 and 1999-9,
has stated that "in the unique case of a contribution received over the Intemet, the [follow-up]
request [required under 11 C.F.R. § 104.7(b)(2)] could consist of an electronic message sent to the
contributor's e-mail address." See 64 Fed. Reg. 32397 (June 17,1999) and Adv. Op. 1999-17.
However, it is the intent of the Company that the information be obtained at the time of the
contribution, thus eliminating the need for follow-up requests for information. The donor
information will then be transmitted to the political committee at the time the contribution funds are
transferred.
Requestfor Advisory Opinion
For all of the foregoing reasons. Points for Politics, LLC hereby requests the
Commission's Advisory Opinion that the Points for Politics® proprietary business and technology
system for converting Affinity Points to cash-value contributions to political committees is
permissible under the Act, subject to the terms, process and procedures outlined herein.
Please contact me at (202) 295-4081 if you have questions or require additional
information regarding this Advisory Opinion Request.
Sincerely,

^

Cleta Mitchell, Esq., Counsel
Points for Politics, LLC
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ABSTRACT

Systems, methods and computer program productsfor&cilitating tfie redemption of afldoity reward points as political
contributions are disclosed. In an aspect, "points" or "miles"
created through various existing afSnity programs prevalent
in the credit card and airline industries can be redeemed as
political donations. Typically, such reward, award or bonus
"points" or "miles" have been redeemed for fiiee or discounted rewards such as airline tickets, hotel room stays,
restaurant vouchers or other goods and services. However,
millions ofvested affinity points or miles are left unused (i.e.,
unredeemed). The present invention allows a consumer who
holds such points or miles lo link to a political campaign,
political party or political action committee allowing excess
points to be converted into cash donations to such political
campaigns, political parties or political action committees.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REDEEMING
AFnNITY REWARDS AS POLITICAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
[0001] This Application claims the benefit of, and is related
to, Applicant's co-poiding application: U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 60/961,390 titled "System for
Redeeming AfSnity Rewards as Political Contributions,"
filed on Jul. 20, 2007; which is incorporated by reference
herein in its entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10002J 1. Field ofthe Invention
[0003] The present invention generallyrelatesto affinity
rewards granted to users offinancialtransaction cards and
airline passengers, and more particularly to systems and
methods for &cilitating political campaign contributions
using such affinity rewards programs.
[0004] 2. Related Art
Political Donations
[0005] In the United States, the Federal Election Commission administers and enforces the Federal Election Campaign
Act (FECA) and its associated regulations, which limit the
sources and amounts of the contributions used to finance
federal elections. Under these complex rules, an individual is
permitted to contribute limited amounts of money based on
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) in a particular election cycle.
In the current 2007-2008 election cycle, for example, an
indh^idual can contribute up to $2,300 to each candidate or
candidate committee per election, and up to $28,500 to
national party conmiittees (e.g., tiie Democratic National
Committee (DNC) or the Republican National Committee
(RNQ, etc.) per calendar year.
[0006] Contributions ofcash (currency) which in the aggregate exceed $100fiomone person are prohibited. Thus, contributions exceeding $100 must be made by check, money
order or other written instrument. In addition to money,
donated items and services,fimdraisingtickets and items, as
well as loans and loan endorsements are also considered
contributions and thus count against the limits described
above.
[0007] In addition to federal regulations promulgated and
enforced by the FEC, the states themselves commonly place
limits on contributionstocandidates, political action committees (PACs) and political parties, ^ i l y five states, Illinois,
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and'^rginia, place no limits on
contributions at all. Another eight states—Alabama, Indiana,
Iowa, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, Peimsylvania,
and Texas—have minimal contribution limits.
[0008] Current campaignfinancelaw at the federal level
requires candidate committees, party committees and PACs
to file periodic reports disclosing the money theyraiseand
spend. Federal candidate committees must identify, for
example, the names, occupations, employers and addresses of
all individuals who givetiiemmore than $200 in an election
cycle. Additionally, t h ^ must disclose expenditures to any
individual or vendor. Similar reporting requirements exist in
many states for state-wide and local candidates, andforPACs
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and party committees. Increasingly, political committees on
all levels are requiredtoelectronicallyfilecampaign finance
statements.
[0009] Political contributions for federal elections cannot
be deducted for tax purposes. Similarly, most state revenue
agencies do not permit deductions for state or federal political
contributions. Also not deductible are contributions made to
oiganizations that directly lobby for political parties or candidates.
[0010] V^thin the regulatoryframeworkdescribed above,
there were an estimated 2.8 million "small donors" contributing to federal, state and local political campaigns and parties in 2004 (the last presidential election year). "Small
donors" are defined as those individuals who donated less
than $200 in a given year. In fact, the average small donor
made a contribution of just $75 in light of the $2300 maximum contributioiL Thus, there is a lot ofroomfor growth in
political donation dollars and contributors.
Transaction Accoimts & Affinity Programs
[0011] A "transaction account," as used herein, refers to an
account associated with an open account or a closed account
system (as defined below). The transaction account may exist
in a physical or non-physical aspect. For example, a transaction account may be distributed in non-physical aspects such
as an account number, frequent-flyer account,telephonecalling account or the like. Furthermore, a physical aspect of a
transaction account may be distributed as afinancialtransaction instrument.
[0012] A financial transaction instrument may be traditional "plastic" transaction cards, or other transaction cards
such as credit, charge, debit, gift, pre-paid or stored-value
cards, or aiiy other like financial transaction instrument.
Examples of such cards include the American Eiqiress®,
Visa®, MasterCard® and Discover® cards, which are "open
cards" and may be used at many differentretailersand other
businesses. In contrast, "closed cards" arefinancialtransaction cards that may be restricted to use in a particular airline,
particular store, a particular chain of stores or a collection of
affiliated stores. One example of a closed card is a pre-paid
gift cardtiiatmay only be purchased at, and only be accepted
at, a clothingretailer,such as The Gap® store.
[0013] With rpgard to use of a transaction account, users
may communicate with merchants in person (e.g., at the ticket
box office), telqihonically, or electronically (e.g., from a
computer via the Intemet). During the interaction, the merchant may offer goods and/or services to the user. The merchant may also offer the user the option of paying for the
goods and/or services using any number of available transaction accounts. Furthermore, the transaction accounts may be
used by the merchant as a form of identification of the user.
The merchant may have a computing unit implemented in the
form of a computer-server, although other implementations
are possible.
[0014] In general, transaction accounts may be used for
transactions between the user and merchant through ai^ suitable communication means, such as, for example, a telephone
network, intranet, the global public Intemet, a point of interaction device (e.g., a point of sale (POS) device, personal
digital assistant (PDA), mobiletelephone,kiosk, etc.), online
communications, off-line communications, wireless communications, and/or the like.
[0015] Throu^ use of the financial transaction instrument
associated with a transaction account, the issuer of the finan-
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cial transaction instrument may implement an afiinity (or
loyalty) program where "points", "frequent flier miles" or
other rewards or awards (collectively, "points") are given the
accountholder for using the instrument. Such points are typically redeemable for cash, prizes,fieetravel or discounts on
merchandise and travel.
[0016] Affinity programs are essentially marketing programs designed to enhance brand loyalty by cultivating an
ongping relationship between a marketer and its customers.
Loyalty programs encourage customers to buyfi«quendy,to
increase the amount spent each time, and to concentrate all or
most of their related purchases on the brand offering the
affinity program. Most afiinity programs offer perksformembership in a club or program and reward purchases in such a
way that it encourages behavior that is potentially of benefit to
the issuer.
[0017] Typically, affinity programs issue a loyalty card,
rewards card, points card, or club card that can be a plastic or
paper card, visually similar to afinancialtransaction instrument such as a credit card, charge card, or debit card, that
identifies the card holder as a member in the affinity program.
Oftentimes, financial transaction instrument issuers associate
their credit card or debit card with an affinity program without
issuing a separate loyalty card, rewards card, points card, or
club card. Examples of such affinity programs include airline
frequent-flyer programs and credit card programs such as
American Express's Membership Rewards® program with
an estimated 9 million account holders, Bank of America's
WorldPoints® program with an estimated 22 million account
holders. Citibank's ThankYou Network® program with an
estimated 22 million account holders, and Visa's Extras(V
program with an estimated 55 million account holders. (All
estimates are as of January 2006.)
[0018] Studies have shown tiiat 60-70% of tiie reward
points awarded through these credit card-related afiinity programs go unredeemed. This is true even though most of these
affinity programs allow such points to be converted into cash
(ranging from $0,002to$0,008 per point). The cash value of
tiiese unredeemed points, in 2006, was estimated to be
$2.13B. Further, in 2005, Economist magazine leponed that
frequent flyer milestoppledthe U.S. dollar as tiie world's
leading currency with some 14 trillion unredeemed miles
worth over US $700B.
[0019] Given theforegoing,what is needed are systems,
methods and computer program products for facilitating the
redemption of affinity reward points as political contributions
within the existing FECA statotory and regulatory firamework
described above.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
[0020] The present invention meets the above-identified
needs by providing systems, methods and computer program
products for facilitating the redemption of afiinity reward
points as political contributions within the existing regulatory
framework described above.
[0021] The method and computer program product, in an
aspect, comprise presenting an individual, via the website of
a service provider, with a list of afiinity programs from which
to donate pointstoa political organization. Next, after receiving a selection of an afiinity program, the individual is asked
fbr a desired amount of (vested) points to beredeemed.Then,
the desired amount of points is converted into a cash equivalent amount using the affinity programs stated conversion
rules. In such an aspect, the desired amount of points is then
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deducted ftom the balance of the individual's afiinity program account. The service provider can then forward a portion of tiie cash equhralent amount to the political organization (after deductiiig a percentage as a "processing" or
"transaction" fee).
[0022] An advanta^ of the present invention is that it
enables voting age American citizens to be engaged in the
political process in a unique way that can grow the current
base of 2.8 million small donors.
[0023] Another advantage of the present invention is that it
facilitates connecting the appropriate stakeholdera thereby
enabling donors to convert credit card and other afiinity program reward pointstodollars for donation to federal, state and
local politics^ parties, organizations, and campaign runners.
[0024] Another advantage of the present invention is that it
provides a new funding source, with over $2B in market
potential, for new donations by converting afiinity program
reward points to cash.
[0025] Yet another advantage of the present invention is
that it provides federal, state, and local political parties, organizations, and campaign runners access to over 80 million
potential new small donors via frequentflyer,credit card and
other affinity rewards programs.
[0026] Yet another advantage of the present invention is
that it drives larger average per-donor contributions and thus
increases the $75 average small-donor contributions by adding affinity program-related donations to current cash dormtions.
[0027] Yet another advantage of the present invention is
that it allows consumers to benefitfix>mgovernment agencies' and corporations* best practices of awarding fiill ownership of affinity points to einployees using corporate credit
cards, and awaiding frequent-flyer miles to employees traveling on business.
[0028] Further features and advantages of tiie present
invention, as well as the structure and operation of various
aspects of the present invention, are described in detail below
withreferenceto the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0029] The features and advantages of the present invention
will become more apparent finm the detailed description set
forth below whoi tidoen in conjunction with the drawings in
which likereferencenumbers indicate identical or functionally similar elements. Additionally, the left-most digit of a
reference number identifies the drawing in which the reference numberfirstappears.
[0030] FIG. 1 is a system diagram of an exemplary environment in which the present invention, in an aspect, would
be implemented.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a fk)W chart of an eixemplary process for
focilitating the redemption of affinity reward points as political contributions, accordingtoan aspect of the present invention.
[0032] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer
system useful for implementing the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0033] The present invention is directed to systems, methods and computer program products for fiicilitating the
redemption of afiinity (i.e., mileage, reward, award, bonus,
loyalty, etc.) points as political contributions.
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[0034] In an aspect of the present invention, a system is
provided whereby "points" created through various existing
affinity programs prevalent in the airline and credit (or charge
or debit) card industries can be redeemed as political donations. Typically heretofore, such "miles" or "points" have
been redeemedforrewards such as free or discounted airline
tickets, hotel room stays, restaurant vouchers or material
goods. For many consumers, however, the affinity rewards
become difficulttoredeem because the traveling and spending that eamed them itself often creates opportunities for free
or discounted travel, hotelroomstays and other goods. As a
result, thousands of reward points accrue and are left uniused.
The present invention allows a consumer who holds points to
linktoa political campaign and excess points are converted to
a cash donation to the campaign, or in some circumstances to
a political entity such as a PAC or a political party tiuough
various legal entities created for political or issue-based fimd
raising.
[0035] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a donor chooses to donate points to a candidate or
political party or cause. The donor is then directed to a affinity
or channel partner and selects among affinity programs. The
affinity program sponsor performs redemption and converts
points to cash, which it sendstothe donee. Alternatively, the
donor may go directly to the affinity program's website once
the donor becomesftuniliarwith the redemptionforpolitical
donation concept. In one aspect, the transaction is carried out
via a series of linked, secure websites and includes carrying
certain data (e.g., donor name, eto.) from one website to
another. In one aspect, the system is secure and provides
auditable Ufansaction recordstoensure compliance with FEC
and other applicable regulations.
[0036] In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, "micro" donations, via points or the electronic
transfer offtinds,are madetoparticular elected officials or
candidates on an immediate basis toreflectapproval of a
particular statement made by the official or candidate or in the
case of an elected official, toreflectapproval of a vote on a
specific issue. For example, if a member of Congress votes to
lower a tax, the millions of supporters of lower taxes could
immediately donate funds, in amounts smaller than the typical political donation (e.g., 1000points,5000niile8,$lor$5),
refiecting their support of the issue and of the memberls vote.
[0037] The present invention is now described in more
detail herein intermsofthe above exemplary contexts. This is
for convenience only and is not intendedtolimit the application of the present invention. In fact, after readingtiiefollowing description, it will be apparent to those skilled in the
relevant art(s) howtoimplement the following invention in
alternative aspects (e.g., under different r^ulatory schemes,
other jurisdictions, etc.).
[0038] The terms "mdh^idual," "user," "donor," "consumer," "contributor," "card member," "customer," "cardholder," and/or the plural form of thesetermsare used interchangeably throughout herein to refer to those person(s)
seeking to redeem afiinity reward points as political contributions within the existing (andfoture)regulatory framework
described above, and thus would benefit from the systems,
metiiods and computer program products of the present
invention.
[0039] ReferringtoFIG. 1, a (simplified) system diagram
of an exemplary "Points for Politics™ system" in which the
present invention, in an aspect, would be implemented is
shown.
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[0040] FIG. 1 presents an exemplary system diagram 100
of various hardware components and otiier features in accordance with an aspect of the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 1, in an aspect of the present invention, data and other
information and services for use in system 100 are, for
example, input by a user (i.e., an individual consumer/political contributor) 101 via a terminal 102, such as a personal
computer (PC), minicomputer, laptop, palmtop, mainframe
computer, microcomputer,telephonedevice, mobile device,
personal digital assistant (PDA), or other device having a
processor and input, display and conmiunications capabilities. Terminal 102 is coupledtoa server 106, such as a PC,
minicomputer, mainframe computer, microcomputer, server
computer, or other device having a processor and one or more
associated repositories for date or connection to one or more
repositories for maintaining data, via a network 104, such as
the global, public Internet, via (wired and/or wireless) communications couplings 103 and 105.
[0041] As will be appreciated bytiioseskilled in the relevant art(s) after reading the description herein, in such an
aspect, a service provider (i.e., a political contributions processor organization) may allow access, on a free registration,
paid subscriber/membership, and/or pay-per-use basis,tothe
tool tiie present invention provides for facilitating the
redemption of affinity points as political contributions via one
or more World-Wide Web (WWW) sites ontiieIntemet 104.
Thus, system 100 is scaleable such that multiple participants
may utilize it to allow their constituents to redeem, donate and
generally interact with other users of system 100.
[0042] As will also be appreciated by those skilled in the
relevant art(s), in an aspect, various screens (e.g., login,
admin, account information, resources, upload, search,
logout, redemption, registration, contribution, eto.) would be
generated by server 106 in responsetoinput from users 101
over the Internet 104. That is, in such an aspbct, server 106 is
a typical Web server running a server application at a Web site
which sends out Web pages inresponsetoHypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) or Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secured
(HTTPS) requests Scornremotebrowsers being used by users
101. Thus, server 106 is able to provide a graphical user
inter:^e(GUI)to users 101 of system 100 in the form of Web
pages. These Web pages are sent to the user's PC, laptop,
mobile device, PDA or like device 102, andresultintiieGUI
screens being displayed.
[0043] As will also be appreciated by those skilled in the
relevant art(s) after reading the description herein, alternate
aspects of the present invention may include providing the
tool for facilitating the redemption of affinity reward points as
political contributions as an enterprise system wherein all the
components of system 100 are connected and communicate
via an intra-oorporate wide area network (WAN) or local area
network (LAN),ratherthan as a Web service (i.e., application
service provider (ASP) model) as shown in FIG. 1.
[0044] Refening to FIG. 2, aflowchartillustrating an
exemplary process 200 for faciliteting the redemption of
afiinity reward points as political contributions, according to
an aspect of the present invention, is shown. Process 200
begins at step 202 with control passing immediatelytostep
204.
[0045] In such an aspect of the present invention, a user 101
(e.g., an individual donor), utilizing terminal 102 visits the
website of a political cancUdate, political party or other organization in step 204. While visiting that website, user 101 is
presented with the option of contributingtothe candidate or
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party in step 206. If user decides not to contribute, process
200 terminates as indicated by step 216. Otherwise, process
200 proceedstostep 208.
[0046] In step 208, user 101 ispresented with the choice of
afiinity programsfromwhich th^ would liketocontribute to
the political candidate or party. That is, as will be appreciated
bytiioseskilled in therelevantart(s) after reading the description herein, user 101 is given a list of participating affinity
programs from which they can redeem available (i.e., vested)
points eamed finm their transaction account. Such participating afiinity programs,forexample, may include American
Express' Memboship Rewards® program. Bank of America's WorldPoints® program. Citibank's ThankYou Network® program, Visa's Extras® program. Continental Airlines' OnePass® program, Etelta Airlines* SkyMiles®
program, jetBlue Airways' TrueBlue Awards® program,
SoutfaWestAirlines'Rapid Rewards® program, USAirways'
Dividend Miles™ program andtiielike.
[0047] Upon receding an inputrefiectingthe affinity program user 101 desirestoredeem pointsfirom,process 200
redirects user 101 to the selected affinity program's proprietety website in step 210. Then, in step 212, the user may
select the amount of points they wishtoredeem from their
available points based upon the selected afiinity program's
points-to-cash conversionrales(e.g., $0,005 per point). As
will be appreciated bytiioseskilled in therelevantart(s) after
reading tiie description herein, afiinity points redeemed as
political contributions by an transaction account holder (e.g.,
cardholder) must be vested (i.e., points akeady eamed) such
that the contribution will be attributed, for FECA purposes, to
the cardholder and not to the affinity program sponsor or, if
the points were eamed from a corporate card or business
travel, the cardholder*s employer.
[0048] As will be appreciated by those skilled in the relevant art(s) after reading the description herein, a service
provider (i.e., a political contributions processor organization) would facilitate process 200 by esteblishing armslength, commercially-reasonable contractual relationships
with afiinity program sponsors/providers (e.g., credit caixl
issuers and airlines) and political organizations (e.g., individual election campaigns, political parties or associations, or
political action committees). Such contractual relationships
would facilitate the afiinity program selection (step 208) and
website redirection (step 210) described above. Further, this
would allow the service providertodocument the afiinity
pointsredemptiontransaction in step 214 and thus allow the
service providertocharge a transaction or processing fee (i .e.,
a percentege, say for example 10%, of the cash equivalent of
the afiinity points donated)tothe political campaigns benefitting from process 200. In such an aspect, the transaction or
processing fee is charged to the campaign, PAC or political
party and allows the service providertocover its operating
costs and/or earn a profit. Thus, the party would needtorecord
tiie fiill cash value of the donated afiinity points as a contribution, even though their actually cash-on-hand would be
less. (Thus, if the processing fee is,forexample, 10%, then a
vested affinity points contribution equaling $100 would be
recorded as a $100 contribution from the donor even though
the campaign, PAC or political party would only receive $90
cash-in-hand.)
[0049] Process 200 then terminates as indicated by step
216. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the relevant
art(s) after reading the description herein, the service provider, in an aspect of process 200, could receh^e the cash
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equivalent of the donated affinity points from the affinity
points sponsor (i.e., be paid like aity other vendor or merchant
that accepts credit/debit cards) atui thenforwardthe "cash**
minus the processing feetothe campaign, PAC or political
party.
[0050] It should be understood that process 200 shown in
FIG. 2 is presented for example purposes only. The present
invention is sufficientiy flexible and configurable, such that it
may be implemented in ways other than that shown in FIG.
200. For example, users 101 may be presented witii a single
website where they can select an affinity program, check their
points balance, convert some or all of those pointstocash and
tiien donate them to a political candidate or party, thus obviating tiie need to be redirected to another site with certein
(HTTPreferrer)information (e.g., donor nam^ afiinity program, transaction account number, ete.) havingtotraverse the
Internet 104. In such an aspect, user 101 may be presented, for
example, with a "Donate I^uits Now" button while visiting
the websiteofa campaign, PAC or political party. By pressing
or selecting such button via their device 102 in a "one-click"
fashion, user 101 would be presented with a list of affinity
programs from which to donate points, be allowedtoselect an
afiinity program and the desired amount of points (e.g., via a
pop-up window), have their transaction account associated
with the selected affinity program be queriedtoassure the
balance is equal to or greater than the desired contribution
amount, have the points converted into a cash equivalent
amount and deducted fcom their account balance, and then
have the cash equivalent amount be forwardedtothe campaign, PAC or political party (minus the "processing" or
"transaction" fee).
[0051] The present invention (i.e., system 100, process 200,
and the systems and methods for facilitating the redemption
of affinity reward points as political contributions described
above of the present invention, or any part(s) or fimction(s)
thereof) may be implemented using hardware, software or a
combination thereof and may be implemented in one or more
computer systems or other processing systems. However, the
manipulations performed bytiiepresent invention were often
referred to interms,such as "selecting" or "documenting,**
which are commonly associated with mental operations performed by a human operator. No such capability of a human
operator is necessary, or desirable in ntost cases, in any of the
operations described herein which form part of the present
invention. Rather, the operations are machine operations.
Useful machines for performing the operation of the present
invention include general purpose distal computers or similar devices.
[0052] In &ct, in one aspect, the invention is directed
toward one or more computer systems capable of carrying out
tiie functionality described herein. An example of a computer
system 300 is shown in FIG. 3.
[0053] Computer system 300 includes one or more processors, such as processor 304. The processor304 is connected to
a communication infiastructure 306 (e.g., a conununications
bus, cross-over bar, or network). Various software aspects are
described intermsof this exemplaty computer system. After
reading this description, it will become apparent to a person
skilled in therelevantart(s) howtoimplement the invention
using other computer systems and/or architectures.
[0054] Computer system 300 can include a display interface 302 that fbrwards graphics, text, and other datefromthe
communication infrastracture 306 (or bom afiramebuffer not
shown)fordisplay on the display unit 330.
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[0055] Computer system 300 also includes a main memory tions interface 324. The control logic (software), when
308, preferably random access memory (RAM), and may alsoexecuted by the processor 304, causes the processor 304 to
include a secondary memory 310. Tlie secondary memory perform thefonctionsof the invention as described herein.
[0061] In another aspect, the invention is implemented pri310 may include, for example, a hard disk drive 312 and/or a
removable storage drive 314, representing afloppydisk drive, marily in hardware using, for example, hardware components
such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
a magnetictapedrive, an optical disk drive, eto. The removImplementation oftiiehardware state machine so astoperable storage drive 314 reads from and/or writes to a removable storage unit 318 in a well known manner. Removableformtiiefonctionsdescribed herein will be apparent to perstorage unit 318representsafloppydisk, magnetic tape, sons skilled in therelevantart(s).
optical disk, ete. which is read by and writtentoby removable[0062] In yet another aspect,tiieinvention is implemented
storage drive 314. As will be appreciated, the removableusing a combination of both hardware and software.
storage unit 318 includes a computer usable storage medium[0063] While various aspects of the present invention have
been described above, it should be understood that they have
having stored therein computer software and/or data.
[0056] In alternative aspects, secondary memory 310 may been presented by way of example, and not limitation. It will
include other similar devices for allowing computer programs be apparenttopersons skilled in therelevantart(s) that varior other instmctions to be loaded into computer system 300.ous changes in form and detail can be made therein without.
Such devices may include, for example, a removable storagedeparting from the spirit and scope of the presem invention.
unit 322 and an interface 320. Examples of such may includeThus, the present invention should not be limited by any ofthe
a program cartridge and cartridge interface (such as that above described exemplaty aspects, but should be defined
found in video game devices), a removable memory chip only in accordance with the following claims and their
(such as an oasable programmable read only memory equivalents.
(EPROM), or programmable read only memory (PROM)) [0064] In addition, it should be understood that the figures
and associated socket, and other removable storage units 322in the attachinents, which highlight the structure, methodoland interfaces 320, which allow software and data to be ogy,fonctionalityand advantages ofthe present invention, are
transferred from the removable storage unit 322 to computerpresented for example purposes oitiy. The present invention is
sufficientiy flexible and configurable, such that it may be
system 300.
[0057] Computer system 300 may also include a commu- implemented in ways other than that ^own in the accompanications interface 324. Communications interface 324 nying figures.
allows software and datatobe transferred betweoi computer [0065] Further, the purpose of the foregoing Abstract is to
system 300 and external devices. Examples of communica- enable the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the public
generally, and especially the scientists, engineers and practitions interface 324 may include a modem, a network interface
(such as an Ethemet card), a communications port, a Personaltioners in therelevantart(s) who are not familiar witii patent
Computer Memoty Card International Association (PCM- or legal terms or phraseology,todetermine quicklyfinma
CIA) slot and card, etc. S(rftware and data transferred via cursoty inspection the nature and essence of this technical
communications interfece 324 are in the form of signals 328disclosure. The Abstract is not intendedtobe limiting as to the
which may be electronic, electromagnetic, optical or other scope of the present invention in any way.
signals capable of being received by communications inter- What is claimed is:
lace 324. These signals 328 are provided to communications 1. A method for facilitating the redeeming of affinity points
interftice 324 via a conununications path (e.g., channel) 326.as political contributions, comprising:
a) quetying an individual, via the website of a political
This channel 326 carries signals 328 and may be impleorganization, whether said individual would like to
mented using wire or cable,fiberoptics, atelephoneline, a
donate pointsfroman afiinity programtosaid political
cellular link, an radio frequency (RF) link and other commuorganization;
nications channels.
b) presenting said individual, when theresultof said que[0058] In this document, the terms "computer program
medium*' and "computer usable medium" are used to gener- tying step (a) is positive, with a list of affinity programs
from whichtodonate points to said political organizaallyreferto media such as removable storage drive 314, a hard tion;
disk installed in hard disk drive 312, and signals 328. These
computer program products provide softwaretocomputer c) receiving, from said individual, a selection of a desired
affinity programfiromamong said list of afimity prosystem 300. The invention is directedtosuch computer programs;
gram products.
d) receiving, from said individual, a desired amount of
[0059] Computer programs (also referred to as computer
points to be redeemedfiromsaid desired afiinity procontrol logic) are stored in inain memory 308 and/or secondgram;
ary memory 310. Computer programs may also be received e) converting said desired amount of points into a cash
via communications inter&ce 324. Such computer programs,
equivalent amount; and
when executed, enable the computer system 300 to perform f) forwarding at least a portion of said cash equivalent
thefeaturesof the present invention, as discussed herein. In
amount to said political organization;
particular, the computer programs, when executed, enable the 2. The method of claim 1, wherein said political organizaprocessor304topofonh the features ofthe present invention. tion is one of: an individual candidate campaign; a political
Accordingly, such computer programs represent controllers action committee; a national political party; a state political
of the computer system 300.
party; and a local political party.
[0060] In an aspect where the invention is implemented 3. The method of claim 1, wherein said list of affinity
using software, the software may be stored in a computerprograms mcludes at least one of: an afiinity program assoprogram product and loaded into computer system 300 usingciated with a.fiiumcial transaction instmment; and an afiinity
removable storage drive 314, hard drive 312 or communica-program associated witii an airiinefirequent-flyeraccount.
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4. The method of claim 1, wherein said desired afiinity
fifth computerreadableprogram code meansforcausing
program is associated with afinancialtransaction instrument
the computer to convert said desired amount of points
intiieform of one of: a credit card; a charge card; a debit card;
into a cash equivalent amount; and
and a stored-value card.
sixth computer readable program code means for causing
5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
the computertoinitiate a transfer of funds equaling at
g) deducting a percentage of said cash equivalent amount
least a portion of said cash equivalent amounttosaid
as a processing fee prior to said forwarding step (f).
political organization.
6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
13. The computer program product of claim 12, fiirther
g) deducting said desired amount of pomtsfromthe balcomprising:
ance of an account belonging to said individual and
seventh computer readable program code means for causassociated with said desired afiinity program.
ing the computertodeduct a percentage of said cash
7. The method of claim 1, fiuther comprising:
equh/alent amount as a processing fee.
g) redirecting said individualtoa website associated with
14. The computer program product of claim 12, further
said desired afiinity program;
whereby at least said step (d) and said step (e)takeplace comprising:
seventh computer readable program code means for causwithin said website associated with said desired affinity
ing the computertodeduct said desired amount ofpoints
program.
firom the balance of an account belonging to said indi8. A metiiod for redeeming of afiinity points as political
vidual and associated with said desired affinity program.
contributions, comprising:
a) presenting an individual with a list of afiinity programs
15. The computer program product of claim 12, wherein
fmm whichtodonate pointstoa political organization; said political organization is one of: an individual candidate
b) receiving,firomsaid individual, a selection of an afiinity campaign; a political action committee; a national political
program from among said list of affinity programs;
party; a state political party; and a local political party.
c) receiving, &om said individual, a desired amounl of
16. A computer program product comprising a computer
points to be redeemed from said affinity program
usable medium having control logic stored thereinforcausselected in said step (b);
ing a computer to redeem afiinity points as political contrid) converting said desired amount of points into a cash
butions, said control logic comprising:
equivalent amount;
first computerreadableprogram code means for causing
e) deducting said desired amount of pointsfiomthe balthe computer to present an individual with a list of affinance of an account belonging to said individual and
ity programsfiromwhichtodonate pointstoa political
associated with said affinity program selected in said
organization;
stq) (b); and
second computerreadableprogram code means for causf)forwardingat least a portion of said cash equivalent
ing the computer to receive, from said individual, a
amounttosaid political organization.
selection of an affinity program from among said list of
9. The metiiod of claiin 8,fiirthercomprising:
affinity programs;
g) deducting a percentage of said cash equivalent amount
third computer readable program code means for causing
as a processing fee prior to said forwarding step (f).
the computer toreceive,from said indwidual, a desired
10. The method of claim 8, wherein said afiinity program
amount of pointstobe redeemed from said selected
selected in said step (b) is associated with a transaction
afiinity program;
account belongingtoHas employer of said individual.
fourth computer readable program code means for causing
11. The metiiod of claim 8, wherein said, political organitiie computer to convert said desired amount of points
zation is one of: an mdividual candidate campaign; a political
into a cash equivalent amount;
action conimittee; a natioiial political party; a state political
party; and a local political, party.
fifth computer readable program code means for .causing
12. A computer program product comprising a computer
the computertodeduct said desired amount of points
usable medium having control logic storedtiiereinforcausfrom the balance of an account belonging to said indiing a computer tofocilitatethe redeeming of afiinity points as
vidual and associated with said selected affinity propolitical contributions, said control logic comprising:
gram; and
first computer readable program code means for causing sixth computer readable program code means for causing
the computertoquety an individual whether said indithe computertoinitiate a transfer of funds equaling at
vidual would like to donate points from an affinity proleast a portion of said cash equivalent amounttosaid
gramtosaid political organization;
political organization.
second computerreadableprogram code means for causing the computertopresent said individual with a list of 17. The computer program product of claim 16, fiirlfaer
afiinity programs from whichtodonate points to said comprising:
seventh computer readable program code means for causpolitical organization;
ing the computertodeduct a percentage of said cash
third computerreadableprogram code means for causing
equh/alent amount as a processing fee.
tiie computer to receive, from said individual, a selection
of a desired afiinity program from among said list of
18. The computer program product of claim 16, wherein
affinity programs;
said political organization is one of: an individual candidate
fourth cornputer readable program code means for causing campaign; a political action committee; a national political
the computer to receive, from said individual, a desired party; a state political party; and a local political party.
amount of pointstobe redeemed from said desired afiinity program;

